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8.1. Chaining and Chainability 

We began our analysis of chain indices in Section 1.4 by recognizing that a binary comparison of two periods, 0 and t, being two 

or more periods apart from one another, can be gained by multiplication of “links”, each of which being a direct index comparing t with 

the preceding period t-1 (von der Lippe, 2001, P.31). In a chain index, the weights are moved forward each period. Any index number 

formula can be used for the individual links in a chain index (Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, para. 1.56).  

A direct index compares prices (or quantities) in two periods, 0 and t. In addition to comparing two periods, 0 and t, a chain 

index takes into consideration all successive time periods lying between 0 and t, thus providing a summary measure of a time series. 

According to von der Lippe (2001, P.166), we should make a distinction between “chaining”, that is making long term 

comparisons by multiplying links to a chain and “chainability” (also called circularity, or transitivity etc.2), a condition to make such 

comparisons consistent with direct comparisons. 

Chaining is a device of temporal aggregation, by integrating subintervals. Chaining allows us to solve the following two 

problems (von der Lippe, 2001, P. 35, 182): 

• to make consistent long term intertemporal comparisons by multiplying over subintervals, and 

• to account for new situations by allowing for a constant adjustment of weights. 

When a time series of Lowe or Laspeyres indices is calculated using a fixed set of quantities, the quantities become progressively 

out of date and increasingly irrelevant to the later periods for which prices are being compared. The base period, in which quantities are 

set, has to be updated sooner or later and the new index series linked to the old. Linking is inevitable in the long run (CPI Manual, 2004, 

para. 1.46). 

A chain index has to be ‘‘path dependent’’. It must depend on the prices and quantities in all the intervening periods between 

the first and last periods in the index series. Path dependency can be advantageous or disadvantageous. When there is a gradual economic 

 
2 In Lecture 2-1, we have already dealt with the notion of circularity, or transitivity 
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transition from the first to the last period, with smooth trends in relative prices and quantities, chaining will tend to reduce the index 

number spread between the Lowe, Laspeyres and Paasche indices, thereby making the movements in the index less dependent on the 

choice of index number formula. 

If there are fluctuations in the prices and quantities in the intervening periods, however, chaining may not only increase the index 

number spread but also distort the measure of the overall change between the first and last periods (CPI Manual, 2004, para. 1.50 – 

1.51). 

If the prices and quantities are continuous functions of time, it is possible to partition the change in their total value over time 

into price and quantity components following the method of Divisia3. The Divisia is essentially a theoretical index. In practice, prices 

can be recorded only at discrete intervals, even if they vary continuously with time. A chain index may, however, be regarded as a 

discrete approximation to a Divisia. The Divisia index itself offers limited practical guidance about the kind of index number formula 

to choose for the individual links in a chain index (CPI Manual, 2004, para. 1.52). 

Chainability requires that each chaining over the same interval in time should yield the same result, that is indirect comparisons 

of all types should be consistent with direct comparison and also consistent among themselves (von der Lippe, 2001, P.35). 

In von der Lippe's vision (2001, P.23), the notions of transitivity (circularity) and consistency in aggregation are closely 

connected: 

“By transitivity4 (or chainability) is meant that the relative change as measured for a long interval from 0 to t should be the same 

as the corresponding change measured over a sequence of sub-intervals and “linked” (multiplied) together. … Transitivity may be 

regarded as a kind of consistency in temporal aggregation (over intervals in time)”. 

 
3 See Section 1.4. 
4 The von der Lippe's definition of transitivity (circularity) is identical to that in Lecture 2-1. 
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This consistency (that is “chainability” or “transitivity”) is just the opposite of “path dependency”, the latter being characteristic 

for both approaches, chain indices and the Divisia index (von der Lippe, 2001, P.30). 

The above-mentioned two problems (reaching consistency in aggregation and updating weights) cannot be solved 

simultaneously. Chainability (transitivity) is inconsistent with a constant adjustment of weights (von der Lippe, 2001, P.182). This 

follows from Theorem 2.1 (Funke, Hacker, and Voeller, 1979; Balk,1995)5: 

The only index 𝐼!(𝒑𝟏, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒑𝟎, 𝒒𝟎), satisfying the monotonicity test, linear homogeneity test , identity and dimensional invariance 

(commensurability) tests and at the same time being able to pass the circularity test is the geometric “Cobb-Douglas” index given by 

𝐼!(𝒑𝟏, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒑𝟎, 𝒒𝟎) = ∏ )!!,#
!!,$
*
$!

%
&'(  ,     (see 2.1.55) 

where weights α1, α2, … , αn are positive constants not depending on period 0 or t, and  ∑ 𝛼%
&'( & = 1. 

That is, in order to satisfy Theorem 2.1, the weights α1, α2, … , αn must remain constant over time. 

We have already seen that the Laspeyres, Paasche and Fisher price (and quantity) indices do not satisfy the circularity 

(transitivity) test; this is in accordance with Theorem 2.1. 

The Lowe index is transitive (see equations 2.2.23 and 2.2.24); however it is not an index of the form 𝐼(𝒑𝟏, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒑𝟎, 𝒒𝟎), so its 

functional form does not meet the conditions of Theorem 2.1. It should be noted here that the Lowe price (quantity) index is transitive 

only by virtue of the fact that the base period quantities (prices) are kept constant. 

The Young index is not transitive, although the base period quantities (prices) are kept constant. The Young index it is not an 

index of the form 𝐼(𝒑𝟏, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒑𝟎, 𝒒𝟎), so its functional form does not meet the conditions of Theorem 2.1. 

The Marshall-Edgeworth index 𝐼)*(𝒑𝟏, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒑𝟎, 𝒒𝟎) and Walsh index 𝐼+(𝒑𝟏, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒑𝟎, 𝒒𝟎) are not a geometric indices of the form 

(2.1.55), so, in accordance with Theorem 2.1, they does not pass the transitivity (circularity) test (CPI Manual, 2004, para 15.93). 

 
5 See Section 2.1. 
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The circularity test is not satisfied by the Törnqvist index, 𝐼!, = ∏ .!!#
!!$
/
(.!$/.!#) 1⁄

%
&'(  and   𝐼3, = ∏ .3!#

3!$
/
(.!$/.!#) 1⁄%

&'(  . 

Theorem 2.1 deals with “Cobb-Douglas” index 𝐼(𝒑𝟏, 𝒒𝟏, 𝒑𝟎, 𝒒𝟎) = ∏ )!!,#
!!,$
*
$!

%
&'(  , where αi does not depend on time. On the contrary, 

in a Törnqvist index, weights 𝑤&( change over time. The circularity test is satisfied by the Törnqvist index where the weight for the 

commodity i is set equal to the average over all periods (see 2.3.35 and 2.3.36). 

The Jevons index and Dutot price index obviously pass the transitivity (circularity) test (see 3.2.13 and 5.1.2). The Carli index 

(3.2.7) does not pass this test6. 

It is of some interest to find index number formulas that satisfy the circularity test to some degree of approximation. Irving Fisher 

(1922, p. 284) found that deviations from circularity using the Fisher ideal price index were quite small. It has also been shown that the 

Walsh index satisfies the circularity test to a high enough degree of approximation (CPI Manual, 2004, para 15.93).  

Alterman, Diewert and Feenstra (1999, p. 61) show that if the logarithmic price ratios ln (pi,t / pi,t–1) trend linearly with time t, 

and the revenue shares also trend linearly with time, then the Törnqvist index will satisfy the circularity test exactly. Since many 

economic time series on prices and quantities satisfy these assumptions approximately, then the Törnqvist index will satisfy the 

circularity test approximately (PPI Manual, 2004, para 15.94). 

So, for many economic time series (with smooth trends), all three of these symmetrically weighted indices (Fisher, Walsh, 

Törnqvist) will satisfy the circularity test to a high enough degree of approximation so that it will not matter whether we use the fixed-

base or chain principle (PPI Manual, 2004, para 15.94). 

 
6 See Willenborg, 2018, P.P. 35-38. 
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8.2. Drift–functions 

A chain index is said to drift if it does not return to unity when prices in the current period return to their levels in the base period. 

Chain indices are liable to drift when prices fluctuate over the periods they cover [Consumer Price Index Manual, 2004, P. 445 

(Glossary)]. 

The ratio of the chain index 𝐼4̅5 with the corresponding direct index 𝐼45  

𝐷!" =
#!̅"
#!"

      (8.2.1) 

is known as drift–function.  

The “drift function” allows us to compare a chain index with its direct counterpart (von der Lippe, 2001, P.125-126).  

For example, the drift of a Laspeyres price index is 

𝐷%&	!( =
##̅$	!,'
##$	!,'

= ##$	!,(×##$	(,'
##$	!,'

=
*∑#(*!∑#!*!

×∑#'*(∑#(*(
+

∑#'*!
∑#!*!

= ∑%'-(
∑%(-(

∑%'-!
∑%(-!
#   .   (8.2.2) 

Let 𝑔56 be a measure of the change of prices from t – 1 to t on the basis of quantities belonging to period k, that is 

𝑔56 =
∑𝑝𝑡𝑞𝑘
∑𝑝𝑡−1𝑞𝑘

= ∑ 𝑝𝑡
𝑝𝑡−1

𝑝𝑡−1𝑞𝑘
∑𝑝𝑡−1𝑞𝑘

  .    (8.2.3) 

𝑔56 is called the growth factor (and 𝑔56 − 1 the growth rate). So, in equation (8.2.2), 

∑%'-(
∑%(-(

= 𝑔(0 ,    (8.2.4) 

∑%'-!
∑%(-!

= 𝑔(! ,     (8.2.5) 
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and (8.2.2) becomes 

𝐷%&	!( =
1'(

1'!
  .     (8.2.6) 

Now let us consider how the value of the drift-function D (see 8.2.1) might be affected by frequency of renewal of weights. In 

doing this, we will follow von der Lippe (2001, P.184-187). 

Let there be nine time periods, t=0, 1, 2, …, 8. So, the direct Laspeyres price index for period 8 relative to period 0 is  

𝐼%&	!,3 =
∑%/-!
∑%!-!

 ,     (8.2.7) 

Consider now two different scenarios: 

Scenario 1. There's only one renewal of weights that occurs at time period 4.  

In this case, the chain Laspeyres price index for period 8 relative to period 0 is 

𝐼!̅,3	Scenario	1 =
∑%0-!
∑%!-!

× ∑%/-0
∑%0-0

 .     (8.2.8) 

The drift is  

𝐷!,3Scenario	1 =
#!̅,/	Scenario	1

#!,/
=

∑#0*!
∑#!*!

×∑#/*0∑#0*0
∑#/*!
∑#!*!

=
∑#0*!
∑#!*!

×∑#/*0∑#0*0
∑#0*!
∑#!*!

×∑#/*!∑#0*!

= ∑%/-0
∑%0-0

∑%/-!
∑%0-!

=#     

=
∑#1*0
∑#0*0

×∑#2*0∑#1*0
×∑#3*0∑#2*0

×∑#/*0∑#3*0
∑#1*!
∑#0*!

×∑#2*!∑#1*!
×∑#3*!∑#2*!

×∑#/*!∑#3*!

= 1101201301/0

11!12!13!1/!
    

    (8.2.9) 

Let  
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�̅�56 =
B/
0

B/
$  .    (8.2.10) 

Then equation (8.2.9) can be written as follows 

𝐷!,3Scenario	1 = �̅�45�̅�65�̅�75�̅�35  .    (8.2.11) 

Scenario 2. There are 2 renewals of weight at period 4 and 6.  

In this case, the chain Laspeyres price index for period 8 relative to period 0 is 

𝐼!̅,3	Scenario	2 =
∑%0-!
∑%!-!

× ∑%2-0
∑%0-0

× ∑%/-2
∑%2-2

 .     (8.2.12) 

The drift is  

𝐷!,3Scenario	2 =
#!̅,/	Scenario	2

#!,/
=

∑#0*!
∑#!*!

×∑#2*0∑#0*0
×∑#/*2∑#2*2

∑#/*!
∑#!*!

=
∑#0*!
∑#!*!

×∑#2*0∑#0*0
×∑#/*2∑#2*2

∑#0*!
∑#!*!

×∑#2*!∑#0*!
×∑#/*!∑#2*!

=
∑#2*0
∑#0*0

×∑#/*2∑#2*2
∑#2*!
∑#0*!

×∑#/*!∑#2*!

=    

=
∑#1*0
∑#0*0

×∑#2*0∑#1*0
×∑#3*2∑#2*2

×∑#/*2∑#3*2
∑#1*!
∑#0*!

×∑#2*!∑#1*!
×∑#3*!∑#2*!

×∑#/*!∑#3*!

= 1101201321/2

11!12!13!1/!
= �̅�45�̅�65�̅�76�̅�36    

   (8.2.13) 

To gain a better understanding of this, the determinants and effects of weight renewal are summarized in the following table: 
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TABLE 8.1. FREQUENCY OF RENEWAL OF WEIGHTS AND NUMBER OF PRICE AND QUANTITY VECTORS 

Scena-
rio 

𝐼!̅,3 Quantity 
weights 

Kind/number of (additional) 
determinants 

𝐷!,3 

0 no chaining:  𝐼!,3 =
∑%/-!
∑%!-!

   q0 only vectors p0, p8, q0     - 

1  𝐼!̅,3	Scenario	1 =
∑%0-!
∑%!-!

× ∑%/-0
∑%0-0

   
q0; q4 

q0, q4 (1 renewal 
at period 4) 

in addition to scenario 0:  p4, q4 
(two more determinants) 

 𝐷!,3Scenario	1 = �̅�45�̅�65�̅�75�̅�35  

2  𝐼!̅,3	Scenario	2 =
∑%0-!
∑%!-!

× ∑%2-0
∑%0-0

× ∑%/-2
∑%2-2

  

q0; q3; q6 

q0, q4, q6 (2 
renewals at period 
4 and 6) 

in addition to scenario 0: p4, 
q4, p6, q6 (four more 
determinants) 

𝐷!,3Scenario	2 = �̅�45�̅�65�̅�76�̅�36 

With each additional renewal of weights, say at period s the number of determinants of a chained index increases by 2 (one price 

vector ps, and one quantity vector qs respectively), thus making the overall result sensitive for the situation at period s. A price index I0,t 

where weights q0 are renewed x times is a function of 2x vectors in addition to the vectors p0, pt, and q0 (von der Lippe, 2001, P.187). 

8.3. Fixed Base versus Chain Indices 

Because of the difficulties involved in obtaining current period information on quantities (or, equivalently, on revenues), many 

statistical agencies loosely base their CPI and PPI on the use of the Laspeyres (Lowe, or Young) formula. Therefore, it is of some interest 

to look at the possible problems associated with the use of fixed-base Laspeyres indices (PPI Manual, 2004, para. 5.81-5.86). 

The fixed-base price index cannot be used forever; eventually, the base-period quantities q0 are so far removed from the current 

period quantities qt that the base must be changed.  

The main advantage of the chain system is that under normal conditions, chaining will reduce the spread between the Paasche 

and Laspeyres indices. 
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However, it has been noted that it is not appropriate to use the chain system when prices oscillate, or “bounce. This phenomenon 

can occur in the context of regular seasonal fluctuations or in the context of price wars. However, in the context of roughly monotonically 

changing prices and quantities, Peter Hill (1993, p. 389) recommended the use of chained symmetrically weighted indices. The Fisher 

and Walsh indices are examples of symmetrically weighted indices. 

It is possible to be a bit more precise regarding under which conditions one should or should not chain. Basically, one should 

chain if the prices and quantities pertaining to adjacent periods are more similar than the prices and quantities of more distant periods, 

since this strategy will lead to a narrowing of the spread between the Paasche and Laspeyres indices at each link. 

8.4. Re-weighting, Linking and Re-referencing the Index7 

The principle of chaining as a method of temporal aggregation is to make a long period comparison between 0 and t consistent 

with a series of short period comparisons (von der Lippe, 2001, P.179). 

It is desirable to maintain a continuous index series whenever new weights are incorporated into an index. It is recommended 

that the chain linking method be used when weights are updated, i.e. the new series should be linked to the old series producing the 

continuous series and, unlike the fixed-weight approach, the entire historical series should not be recalculated from basic data each time 

the weights are updated (International Recommendations for the Index of Industrial Production, 2010, para. 5.152) 

To achieve this, each time the weights and base year for the index are updated, data are only compiled with the new weights for 

periods close to the reference period and the series is then linked to the historical portion. This is called a chain-linked index as it is 

compiled for a succession of different segments while keeping the original weights for each past segment fixed. 

The Quarterly National Accounts Manual discusses three linking methods (QNA Manual, 2018, para 8.69-8.70; International 

Recommendations for the IIP, 2010, para. 5.153):  

 
7 This section is substantially identical to section 5.6.1 of the International Recommendations for the IIP (2010), and is based on it. 
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• the one quarter overlap (a link factor is derived by dividing the index of the first quarter of year t by the index for the same 

quarter using the weights of year t-1),  

• the annual overlap technique (a link factor is derived by dividing the index for year t by the index for year t using the weights 

of year t-1), 

• the over-the-year technique (a link factor is determined based on the same period in the previous year). 

While standard price statistics compilation exclusively uses the one-quarter overlap technique, the annual overlap technique may 

be more practical for Laspeyres-type volume measures because it results in data that aggregate exactly to the corresponding direct annual 

index. In contrast, the one-quarter overlap technique and the over-the-year technique do not result in data that aggregate exactly to the 

corresponding direct annual index. The one-quarter overlap provides the smoothest transition between each link, while the annual 

overlap technique may introduce a step between each link (International Recommendations for the IIP, 2010, para. 5.154). 

In the example below, the annual overlap technique is used for chain-linking indices of industrial production. 

When weights of an index are updated, the new weight reference period is traditionally set to “100.0”. This is achieved by 

dividing all values of the index series by the old index of the new weight reference period and multiplying by 100. This process is known 

as re-referencing (International Recommendations for the IIP, 2010, para. 5.156). 

Table 8.2 illustrates the calculation for the linking process, including re-weighting and re-referencing. It presents quarterly 

Laspeyres volume index with annual chain‐linking, using the annual overlap method. 
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TABLE 8.2. RE-WEIGHTING, LINKING AND RE-REFERENCING AN INDEX 
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The indices in Table 8.2 are calculated in the following way (International Recommendations for the IIP, 2010, para. 5.158): 

Step 1: Compile constant price estimates for each quarter at the annual average prices of the previous year, with the annual data 

being the sum of the four quarters. 

e.g.: 

2006-q1        10.0*74.2 + 5.0*63.6 = 1060.00 

2006-q2        10.0*72.8 + 5.0*64.2 = 1049.00 

2006-q3        10.0*75.3 + 5.0*65.6 = 1081.00 

2006-q4        10.0*76.7 + 5.0*67.6 = 1105.00 

2006               1060.00 + 1049.00 + 1081.00 + 1105.00 = 4295.00 (see column “Level”) 

Step 2: Convert the constant price estimates for each quarter into a volume index with the average of last year = 100. Note: The 

denominator is the average of the quarters of the previous year. 

e.g.: 

2006-q1          [1060.00 / (3920.00/4)] * 100 = 108.16 

2006-q2          [1049.00 / (3920.00/4)] * 100 = 107.04 

2006-q3          [1081.00 / (3920.00/4)] * 100 = 110.31 

2006-q4          [1105.00 / (3920.00/4)] * 100 = 112.76 

2006                4295.00 / 3920.00 * 100 = 109.57      

where  

3920.00=270*10.0+244*5.0 

                                                                     (see columns “Index 2005 =100” and “Chain linked index”) 

Step 3: Link the quarterly volume indices with shifting base and reference year using the annual indices as linking factors (using 

2005 as the reference period for the chain-linked index). 
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e.g.: 

 

 

2007-q1    102.14 * 109.57/100 = 111.91 

2007-q2    101.85 * 109.57/100 = 111.59 

2007-q3    104.24 * 109.57/100 = 114.21 

2007-q4    105.59 * 109.57/100 = 115.70 

2007         103.46 * 109.57/100 = 113.35  

Comments to column “2006 Level”: 

4230.90=299*9.0+261*5.9 

1080.35=77.1*9.0+65.5*5.9 

1077.28=76.3*9.0+66.2*5.9 

1102.58=77.8*9.0+68.2*5.9 

1116.89=78.8*9.0+69.1*5.9 

4377.10=1080.35+1077.28+1102.58+1116.89 

Comments to column “Index 2006 =100”: 

 

102.14 = [1080.35 / (4230.90/4)] * 100 

101.85 = [1077.28 / (4230.90/4)] * 100 

104.24 = [1102.58 / (4230.90/4)] * 100 

105.59 = [1116.89 / (4230.90/4)] * 100 

103.46 = 4377.10 / 4230.90 * 100 

(see columns “Index 2006 =100” and “Chain linked index”) 

The indices for 2008 have to be calculated using the linking factors based on the 2006 and 2007 indices. 

2008-q1          109.57 * 103.46 /100 * 103.81 /100 = 117.68 

2008-q2          109.57 * 103.46 /100 * 104.71 /100 = 118.69 

… 

     (see column “Index 2007 =100” and “Chain linked index”) 

The unweighted annual average of the derived chain-linked quarterly index series is equal to the independently derived chain-

linked annual data. 

e.g.: 

2007          (111.91 + 111.59 + 114.21 + 115.70) / 4 = 113.35 

Thus, as shown in Table 8.2, the products are initially combined using weights (prices) from year 2005. These 2005 weights are 

used to compile indices for the periods until the fourth quarter of 2006. New weights (prices) from 2006 are then implemented. The two 
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series of indices are then linked together. To link the old and the new series, an overlapping period (in this example an annual overlap 

period) is needed in which the index has to be calculated using both the old and the new set of weights (International Recommendations 

for the IIP, 2010, para. 5.159). 

A linking coefficient can be calculated between the old and new series during the overlap period and this coefficient is applied 

to the new index series to bring the index up to the level of the old series. The linking coefficient in this example between 2005 and 

2006 is 1.0957. Therefore the index number for the first quarter of 2007 is 111.91. This is obtained by: 

(A) Calculating the ‘link factor’ for the annual overlap period: 

Link	factor = DEFGH2345678
DEFGH98:5678

= (4I,KL
(44,44

= 1,0957       (8.4.1) 

(B) Multiplying the indices calculated using 2006 prices by the linking factor, e.g. for 2007-q1: 102.14 * 1.0957 = 111.91 

Often, when weights are updated and linking occurs, the reference period is also updated. It is convention that the base reference 

period is expressed as 100.0. This process of updating the base reference period to equal 100.0 is called re-referencing (International 

Recommendations for the IIP, 2010, para. 5.161). 

Re-referencing is a simple process of applying the re-reference factor to the historical series. The re-reference factor is defined 

as: 

Re − reference	factor = DEFGH98:5678
DEFGH2345678

	=	(44,44
(4I,KL

= 0,9127.						(8.4.2) 

(International Recommendations for the IIP, 2010, para. 5.162) 
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